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The absolutely true diary of a part-time Indian
Alexie, Sherman, 1966FIC ALEXIE
Budding cartoonist Junior leaves his troubled school on the Spokane Indian
Reservation to attend an all-white farm town school where the only other Native
American is the school mascot.

After the fire
Hill, Will, 1979FIC HILL
Moonbeam, seventeen, survives a devastating confrontation between government
forces and the cult she grew up in, but will need a lot of help to heal mentally,
emotionally, and physically.

An American marriage
Jones, Tayari.
FIC JONES
"Newlyweds Celestial and Roy, the living embodiment of the New South, are settling
into the routine of their life together when Roy is sent to prison for a crime he didn't
commit. A ... look into the lives of people who are bound and separated by forces
beyond their control"--Provided by publisher.

Baby, you're gonna be mine : stories
Wilson, Kevin, 1978FIC WILSON SC
A collection of short stories by Kevin Wilson.

Catwoman : Soulstealer
Maas, Sarah J.
FIC MAAS
"Selina Kyle's coming-of-age-story as she claws her way to the top of Gotham City's
criminal underbelly and becomes Catwoman"--Provided by publisher.

City of heavenly fire
Clare, Cassandra.
FIC CLARE #6
"Darkness has descended on the Shadowhunter world. Chaos and destruction
overwhelm the Nephilim as Clary, Jace, Simon, and their friends band together to fight
the greatest evil they have ever faced: Clary's own brother. Nothing in this world can
defeat Sebastian--but if they journey to the realm of demons, they just might have a
chance..."--Provided by publisher.

A cloud in the shape of a girl : a novel
Thompson, Jean, 1950FIC THOMPSON
"Across three generations, the women of the Wise family hunt for contentment amid
chaos of their own making. Evelyn set aside her career to marry, and motherhood
never became her. Her daughter Laura discovers her husband Gabe expects too
much of everyone in his life, especially his musician son. Grace has moved out from
Laura and Gabe's house, but can't seem to live up to her potential--whatever that
might be. As their story spans from World War II to the present, tethered in their small
Midwestern town, they question: is a woman destined to repeat the mistakes of
previous generations, or can she transcend the expectations of a place, and a
time?"--OCLC.

The cruel prince
Black, Holly.
FIC BLACK #1
Jude, seventeen and mortal, gets tangled in palace intrigues while trying to win a
place in the treacherous High Court of Faerie, where she and her sisters have lived for
a decade.

Darius the Great is not okay
Khorram, Adib.
FIC KHORRAM
Clinically-depressed Darius Kellner, a high school sophomore, travels to Iran to meet
his grandparents, but it is their next-door neighbor, Sohrab, who changes his life.

Deadfall
Wallenfels, Stephen.
FIC WALLENFELS
Twin brothers Cory and Ty Bic, seventeen, search for an escape from criminals in the
Pacific Northwest wilderness.

Dear Evan Hansen : the novel
Emmich, Val.
FIC EMMICH
Evan goes from being a nobody to everyone's hero and a social media superstar after
a chance encounter with Connor just before his suicide leads others to believe Evan
was his only friend.

Even if I fall
Johnson, Abigail, 1980FIC JOHNSON
A year ago, Brooke Covington lost everything when her beloved older brother, Jason,
confessed to the murder of his best friend, Calvin. Brooke and her family became
social pariahs, broken and unable to console one another. Brooke's only solace
remains the ice-skating rink, where she works but no longer lets herself dream about a
future skating professionally. When Brooke encounters Calvin's younger brother,
Heath, on the side of the road and offers him a ride, everything changes. She needs
someone to talk to . . . and so does Heath. No one else understands what it's like. Her
brother, alive but gone; his brother, dead but everywhere. Soon, they're meeting in
secret, despite knowing that both families would be horrified if they found out. In the
place of his anger and her guilt, something frighteningly tender begins to develop,
drawing them ever closer together. But when a new secret comes out about the
murder, Brooke has to choose whose pain she's willing to live with--her family's or
Heath's. Because she can't heal one without hurting the other.

The everlasting rose
Clayton, Dhonielle.
FIC CLAYTON #2
Camille, Edel, and Remy, aided by The Iron Ladies and backed by alternative
newspaper The Spider's Web, race to outwit Sophia, find Princess Charlotte, and
return her to Orléans.

The fates divide
Roth, Veronica.
FIC ROTH CTM #2
"When Cyra's father Lazmet Noavek, a soulless tyrant thought to be dead, reclaims
the throne, Cyra Noavek and Akos Kereseth are desperate to stop him from igniting a
barbaric war"--OCLC.

Finale
Garber, Stephanie.
FIC GARBER #3
"With lives, empires, and hearts hanging in the balance, Tella must decide if she's
going to trust Legend or a former enemy. After uncovering a secret that upends her
life, Scarlett will need to do the impossible. And Legend has a choice to make that will
forever change and define him"--Provided by publisher.

Honor bound
Caine, Rachel.
FIC CAINE #2
"Zara Cole was a thief back on Earth, but she's been recently upgraded to
intergalactic fugitive. On the run after a bloody battle in a covert war that she never
expected to be fighting, Zara, her co-pilot Beatriz, and their Leviathan ship Nadim
barely escaped the carnage with their lives. Now Zara and her crew of Honors need a
safe haven, far from the creatures who want to annihilate them. But they'll have to
settle for the Sliver: a wild, dangerous warren of alien criminals. The secrets of the
Sliver may have the power to turn the tide of the war they left behind--but in the wrong
direction. Soon Zara will have to make a choice: run from the ultimate evil--or stand
and fight"--Provided by publisher.

Internment
Ahmed, Samira (Fiction writer)
FIC AHMED
"A terrifying, futuristic United Sates where Muslim-Americans are forced into
internment camps, and seventeen-year-old Layla Amin must lead a revolution against
complicit silence"--

The iron flower
Forest, Laurie.
FIC FOREST #2
". . . While the Resistance struggles to fight back against the harsh rulings of the Mage
Council, more and more Gardnerian soldiers descend upon the University-led by none
other than Lukas Grey, now commander of the nearby military base. Though Elloren
tries to keep him at arm's length, Lukas is determined to tie himself to her, still
convinced that she is the heir to the power of the Black Witch, a legacy of magic that
will decide the future of all Erthia. As his own magic calls out to her, seeking to
awaken a dark force within, Elloren finds it more and more difficult to believe that she's
truly powerless, as her uncle always claimed. Caught between her growing feelings
for the rebellious Yvan Guriel and the seductive power offered by Lukas, Elloren must
find a way to stay true to what she knows is right and protect everyone she loves . . .
even if that means protecting them from herself"--Jacket flap.

A land of permanent goodbyes
Abawi, Atia.
FIC ABAWI
"After their home in Syria is bombed, Tareq, his father, and his younger sister seek
refuge, first with extended family in Raqqa, a stronghold for the militant group, Daesh,
and then abroad"--Provided by publisher.

Legendary : a Caraval novel
Garber, Stephanie.
FIC GARBER #2
Having made a deal with a criminal to save her sister Scarlett from a disastrous
arranged marriage, Tella must win Caraval and uncover Legend's identity, or risk
losing everything, including her life.

Love à la mode
Strohm, Stephanie Kate.
FIC STROHM
High school juniors Rosie Radeke and Henry Yi, both enrolled in an elite cooking
program in Paris, must balance rivalry and romance.

The Martin chronicles
Fried, John, 1968FIC FRIED
Marty was used to the comfortable world he lived in, until life changed as he grew up.
He journeys through a series of life-changing firsts: first kiss, enemy, loss, and the
discovery that the world isn't as simple as he thought it was.

My sister, the serial killer : a novel
Braithwaite, Oyinkan.
FIC BRAITHWAITE
Korede is bitter. How could she not be? Her sister, Ayoola, is many things: the favorite
child, the beautiful one, possibly sociopathic. And now Ayoola's third boyfriend in a
row is dead. Korede's practicality is the sisters' saving grace. She knows the best
solutions for cleaning blood, the trunk of her car is big enough for a body, and she
keeps Ayoola from posting pictures of her dinner to Instagram when she should be
mourning her "missing" boyfriend. Not that she gets any credit. A kind, handsome
doctor at the hospital where Korede works is the bright spot in her life. She dreams of
the day when he will realize they're perfect for each other. But one day Ayoola shows
up to the hospital uninvited and he takes notice. When he asks Korede for Ayoola's
phone number,she must reckon with what her sister has become and what she will do
about it"--Provided by publisher.

The names they gave us
Lord, Emery.
FIC LORD
When her perfectly planned summer of quality time with her parents, her serious
boyfriend, and her Bible camp unravels and long-hidden family secrets emerge, Lucy
must figure out what she is made of and what grace really means.

Naruto 3-in-1. Volumes 1-2-3
Kishimoto, Masashi, 1974GN FIC KISHIMOTO #1-3
Naruto, an outcast in his own village because of a demon that is trapped inside him, is
determined to succeed at the Ninja Academy in spite of the fact that nobody takes him
seriously there.

Naruto 3-in-1. Volumes 4-5-6
Kishimoto, Masashi, 1974GN FIC KISHIMOTO #4-6
Naruto struggles to control the demon inside himself when one of his friends dies in
battle and he aches for revenge. Then, Naruto and his friends pass the written portion
of the Journeyman Ninja Selection Exams, but the final portion, which will pit them
against each other, will be the hardest part of the test.

Naruto 3-in-1. Volumes 7-8-9
Kishimoto, Masashi, 1974GN FIC KISHIMOTO #7-9
Naruto, Sasuke, and Sakura face Orochimaru's Sound Ninja in the forest of death
even as Sasuke is trying to fight off the influence of Orochimaru's curse. Then, the
three ninja trainees advance to the third round of the Journeyman Ninja Selection
Exams, fighting against their classmates, including the Sound Ninja spies.

Nimona
Stevenson, Noelle.
GN FIC STEVENSON
Lord Ballister Blackheart seeks to bring down the Institution of Law Enforcement and
Heroics with the aid of his new shapeshifting sidekick Nimona.

Nowhere near you
Thomas, Leah, 1989FIC THOMAS #2
"Ollie and Moritz might never meet, but their friendship knows no bounds. Their letters
carry on as Ollie embarks on his first road trip away from the woods--no easy feat for
a boy allergic to electricity--and Moritz decides which new school would best suit an
eyeless boy who prefers to be alone. Along the way they meet other teens like them,
other products of strange science who lead seemingly normal lives in ways Ollie and
Moritz never imagined possible""--Provided by publisher.

On the come up
Thomas, Angie.
FIC THOMAS
"Sixteen-year-old Bri hopes to become a great rapper, and after her first song goes
viral for all the wrong reasons, must decide whether to sell out or face eviction with her
widowed mother"--Provided by publisher.

Queen of air and darkness
Clare, Cassandra.
FIC CLARE #3
While the Clave teeters on the brink of civil war, Julian and Emma take desperate
measures to put their forbidden love aside and focus on saving the world of
Shadowhunters before the parabatai curse destroys everyone.

The red scrolls of magic
Clare, Cassandra.
FIC CLARE #1
High Warlock Magnus Bane learns that a demon-worshipping cult, the Crimson Hand,
is wreaking havoc across Europe, threatening more than just his romantic getaway
with new boyfriend, Alec Lightwood.

Resurrection
Kemp, Paul S.
FIC FORGOTTEN RE #6
The conclusion in a six-part series that sees the return of the Spider Queen and a
devastating civil war that threatens the Drow civilization.

The shadow glass
Chupeco, Rin.
FIC CHUPECO #3
Tea's life, and the fate of the kingdoms, hang in the balance as the Dark grows in her
day by day.

The similars
Hanover, Rebecca.
FIC HANOVER #1
"When six clones join Emmaline's prestigious boarding school, she must confront the
heartbreak of seeing her dead best friend's face each day in class"--Provided by
publisher.

Speak no evil : a novel
Iweala, Uzodinma.
FIC IWEALA
"When his father accidentally discovers Niru is gay, the fallout is brutal and swift.
Coping with troubles of her own, however, Meredith finds that she has little left
emotionally to offer him. As the two friends struggle to reconcile their desires against
the expectations and institutions that seek to define them, they find themselves
speeding toward a future more violent and senseless than they can imagine. Neither
will escape unscathed"--OCLC.

Superman : dawnbreaker
de la Peña, Matt.
FIC DE LA PENA
"Before he becomes Superman, Clark Kent must save his hometown of Smallville"--

Swing
Alexander, Kwame.
FIC ALEXANDER
"Noah and his best friend Walt want to become cool, make the baseball team, and win
over Sam, the girl Noah has loved for years. When Noah finds old love letters, Walt
hatches a plan to woo Sam. But as Noah's love life and Walt's baseball career begin,
the letters alter everything"--Provided by publisher.

Toxic
Kang, Lydia.
FIC KANG
"Hana isn't supposed to exist. She's grown up hidden by her mother in a secret room
of the bioship Cyclo until the day her mother is simply gone--along with the entire
crew. Cyclo tells her she was abandoned, but she's certain her mother wouldn't leave
her there to die. And Hana isn't ready to die yet. She's never really had a chance to
live. Fenn is supposed to die. He and a crew of hired mercenaries are there to monitor
Cyclo as she expires, and the payment for the suicide mission will mean Fenn's sister
is able to live. But when he meets Hana, he's not sure how to save them both. As
Cyclo grows sicker by the day, they unearth more secrets about the ship and the crew.
But the more time they spend together, the more Hana and Fenn realize that falling for
each other is what could ultimately kill them both."--Back cover.

Two can keep a secret
McManus, Karen M.
FIC McMANUS
"While true-crime afficionado Ellery and her twin brother are staying with their
grandmother in a Vermont community known for murder, a new friend goes missing
and Ellery may be next"--Provided by publisher.

Two dark reigns
Blake, Kendare.
FIC BLAKE #3
"Queen Katharine has waited her entire life to wear the crown. But now that she finally
has it, the murmurs of dissent grow louder by the day. There's also the alarming issue
of whether or not her sisters are actually dead-or if they're waiting in the wings to
usurp the throne. Mirabella and Arsinoe are alive, but in hiding on the minland and
dealing with a nightmare of their own: being visited repeatedly by a specter they think
might be the fabled Blue Queen. Though she says nothing, her rotting, bony finger
pointing out to sea is clear enough: return to Fennbirn. Jules, too, is in a strange
place-in disguise. And her only confidants, a war-gifted girl named Emilia and her
oracle friend Mathilde, are urging her to take on a role she can't imagine filling: a
legion-cursed queen who will lead a rebel army to Katharine's doorstep"--Amazon.

Tyler Johnson was here
Coles, Jay.
FIC COLES
"When Marvin Johnson's twin brother, Tyler, is shot and killed by a police officer,
Marvin must fight injustice to learn the true meaning of freedom"--Provided by
publisher.

Umbertouched
Blackburne, Livia.
FIC BLACKBURNE #2
"Zivah and Dineas prepare for battle against the Amparan Empire as Zivah struggles
with the effects of rose plague"--

The vanishing stair
Johnson, Maureen, 1973FIC JOHNSON #2
"The Truly Devious case--an unsolved kidnapping and triple murder that rocked
Ellingham Academy in 1936--has consumed Stevie for years. It's the very reason she
came to the academy. But then her classmate Hayes Major was murdered, and
though she identified his killer, her parents quickly pull her out of school. For her
safety, they say. Stevie's willing to do anything to get back to Ellingham, be back with
her friends, and solve the case. Even if it means making a deal with the despicable
Senator Edward King. And when Stevie finally returns, she also returns to David: the
guy she kissed, the guy she's conflicted about at all times, and the guy who lied about
his identity--Edward King's son. But larger issues are at play. Was Hayes's death
really solved? Where did the murderer hide away to? What's the meaning of the riddle
Albert Ellingham left behind? And what, exactly, is at stake in the Truly Devious
affair?"--Provided by publisher.

We'll fly away
Bliss, Bryan.
FIC BLISS
"Toby and Luke are best friends, bound by a goal of leaving their hometown for Luke's
wrestling scholarship, but a series of events during their senior year will test their
resolve"--Provided by publisher.

White Rose
Wilson, Kip.
FIC WILSON
Tells the story of Sophie Scholl, a young German college student who challenges the
Nazi regime during World War II as part of the White Rose, a non-violent resistance
group.

The wild inside : a novel
Bradbury, Jamey.
FIC BRADBURY
Tracy Petrikoff struggles to help her family recover from the unexpected death of her
mother, so when Tracy is attacked in the woods of her Alaskan home by a stranger
she says nothing to her father, but soon another stranger shows up at the familiy's
secluded home and things begin to change.

A world without you
Revis, Beth.
FIC REVIS
"Seventeen-year-old Bo has always had delusions that he can travel through time...so
when his worried parents send him to a school for troubled youth, [he is] actually
attending Berkshire Academy, a school for kids who, like Bo, have
'superpowers'"--Front flap.

